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10 real benefits   
for fine hair.
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Create Boldly.  Live Boldly.

NEW

UniqOne™ has created the ultimate multi-benefit 
experience for women looking to boost body 
and volume in fine hair. The new UniqOne™ Foam 
Treatment has been formulated with a light foam 
texture that helps to provide all the care benefits 
of a leave-in mask without adding weight. Discover 
professional repair results and spectacular, 
healthy-looking fine hair.



Visit www.maritimebeauty.com for more information.

radiantbeautysupplies.com

905.318.4051

maritimebeautyshop.com

1.800.565.7721

modernbeauty.com

1.877.566.3376

kingdombeauty.com

1.800.738.8666

canrad.com

1.800.268.1905

thewarehousebeauty.com

1.800.334.6270

tbbs.ca

416.787.1211

trubeauty.ca

1.844.TRU.BEAUTY

windsorbeautysupply.com

1.800.265.9530

pearlon.com

1.800.334.6270

venusbeauty.com

1.800.465.7965

Interested in being part of  

Efe Magazine? We would love  

to partner with you!  

Contact us for more information: 

info@efemagazine.com

@canradbeauty
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#CanRad
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#CanRad
#CanRad
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#CanRad

CanRad Beauty is a fourth generation family owned and 
operated Canadian company, distributing hair care 
products to the professional beauty industry. 

www.canrad.com  • Phone: 416-663-7373 • 1-800-268-1905 

STORE LOCATIONS:

125 Norfinch Dr. 
Toronto, ON, M3N 1W8
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-Thur
                       8:00- 4:00 F

Tel: 416-663-7373
Toll Free: 1-800-268-1905    

Fax: 416-663-7450 
Toll Free Fax: 1-800-268-6882   
customerservice@canrad.com

CanRad Beauty
515 Wellington Rd., Unit #3
London, ON
519-668-2124
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
1767 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, ON
613-723-7850
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
61 King St., Unit 14
Barrie, ON
705-737-4445
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
72 Simcoe St. North
Oshawa, ON
905-728-9958
Store Hours: 8:30-4:30 M-F

HEAD OFFICE:
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CanRad Beauty
1717 Dublin Ave., Unit 3, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba
204-942-3395
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F
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Toronto Barber and Beauty Supply Since 1937

PARTNERS THANK YOU TO OUR VALUED PARTNERS.
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Create Boldly.  Live Boldly.

NEW

UniqOne™ has created the ultimate multi-benefit 
experience for women looking to boost body 
and volume in fine hair. The new UniqOne™ Foam 
Treatment has been formulated with a light foam 
texture that helps to provide all the care benefits 
of a leave-in mask without adding weight. Discover 
professional repair results and spectacular, 
healthy-looking fine hair.
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  ANDREA SAMPSON, EDITOR  // 416.476.9900 // ANDREASAMPSON@EFEMAGAZINE.COM

As we come to the end of the final quarter… I must take a moment 
to express my gratitude. My gratitude now, my gratitude intentions. 
Know that I am grateful for all things that have been presented to 
me this year.  My challenges and my triumphs. My supporters and 
my doubters… they all have pushed me in one direction, which is 
forward. 

Being an artistic entrepreneur, I have a million creative thoughts 
going through my head every minute. There is always so much 
going on. It's so important for me to create balance. I cannot allow 
my creative side to take over and I try not to get to wrapped up in 
everything.

I, just like most of you, have the privilege of calling myself an artist. 
This doesn't mean I'm allowed to be flaky, unreliable or dishonest. 
It doesn't mean I can bail on my commitments, be tardy and blame 
my artistic emotions if I choose to not complete a task. That’s not an 
artist. The title artist allows me to create, to be passionate, to be free. 
It allows me to express, to try, to explore. 

#IamProudToBeAnArtist 

BE  
YOUR 
OWN

LETTER FROM EDITOR
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So here’s what I know… that with great 
power comes great responsibility. And what 
you choose to do with that power determines 
your integrity. My goal is to enhance and 
changes lives and it is my responsibility to do 
so with good will. 

It is also my responsibility to ensure that 
stylists/barbers coming up do not only see 
this industry only for what it is, but for how it 
can be. You will get from our industry what 
you give it.

Here’s what I’ve learnt, that it is my job 
as a leader to create the future, to lead by 
example, to show how to follow our dreams. 

There are two kinds of leaders... 

Good leaders, and they gracefully have 
followers… But then there are great leaders, 
and great leaders they change the world, by 
fostering and creating new leaders... Find 
them, be them, celebrate them. Let’s be 

enlightened by the excellence of all stylists 
and barbers, allowing their passion to 
encourage us to be present, to be intelligent, 
to be knowledgeable. 

Here’s what we must do… We need to get out 
of the habit of telling people what we know, 
instead we need to show them what we will 
do with our knowledge.

There’s big conversation that there’s a 
disruption happening within the beauty 
industry... But really this isn’t a disruption 
all. It’s just us hairdressers taking charge. Us 
dictating the direction of our future. Artists 
being artists. But the truth is, we shouldn’t be 
trying to do this alone, find a manufacturer, a 
distributor, that believes in you, that is aligned 
with your vision, allow them to help you change 
your game. There's room in this industry for 
everyone and I promise you what is meant for 
you will be yours.... You just have to be brave 
enough to Go get it.

So here’s the truth, All I have to give the 
world is me, so I hope it’s enough

Andrea Sampson 
Addressing hair by texture, not race

#IamProudToBeAnArtist 
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EVENTS

RECAP
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September 22 marked year 7 of what was one of the most epic hair shows ever! Hundreds 

gathered at The MET in Toronto for BIG Tease – Gamer edition. Where some of Canada’s hottest 

stylists and barbers went head to head to claim this year’s title as BIG Tease champion. We had 

four categories this year; the Salon Battle, Avant Garde Battle and of course a Barber Battle.  

But it didn’t end there, as we had four of Toronto’s elite dancers hit the stage for a dance battle. 

PMS 2695 PURPLE ON WHITE - LARGE SCALE

PMS 2695 PURPLE ON WHITE - SMALL SCALE

WHITE ON PMS 2695 PURPLE - LARGE SCALE

WHITE ON RICH BLACK - LARGE SCALE

RICH BLACK ON WHITE - LARGE SCALE

RICH BLACK ON WHITE - SMALL SCALE

WHITE ON PMS 2695 PURPLE - SMALL SCALE

WHITE ON RICH BLACK - SMALL SCALE
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The night started with a cocktail hour 

with three signature drinks, The BIG 

Tease presented by Efe Magazine, 

The “JOI Drink” presented by Joico 

and Truly GIN and Honest presented 

by Schwarzkopf Professional’s 

“TBH,” True Beautiful Honest. The 

first 400 attendees entered cocktail 

hour with a swag bag filled with the 

latest products from our sponsors 

Schwarzkopf Professional, American 

Crew, Joico, Revlon Professional, 

SEBMAN, CND, Framar, Pearlon 

products and Alterna Hair care.  

And that was just the beginning,  

as there was an experience at every 

corner. From a photo booth, to 

popcorn to a candy bar, cupcakes 

and so much more. 

The night was hosted by our 

Spokesperson and sales manager, 

D’antal Sampson, while Andrea 

Sampson inspired all with her  

many motivational performances. 
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RECAP
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First up we had Calia Hair with 

Pokemon, with BIG hair and attitude. 

They were then followed by Curl 

Lounge with Star Wars, and they 

entered that stage ready for combat. 

Hair by Reema brought out the 

entire Simpson’s clan. And Hair Kare 

Salon stomped their way on the 

stage with PacMan. Each team hit 

hard with hair, costumes and custom 

mixes. But there can only be one 

winner… Hair By Reema took the win 

as they stole the show with amazing 

hair and wardrobe, and we can’t 

forget baby Maggie who definitely 

stole the hearts of everyone in the 

room with her dance moves and 

personality.

MAGAZINE NOV/DEC 201916



There were four contestants for the Avant 

Garde Battle, each competitor ready to 

slay! Amongst the talent we had Kynna 

Moore, Melissa Dolton, Michelle Brisson 

and Samantha Wilson. It was absolute 

excitement as they transformed their 

models right before your eyes, showing the 

ability of an artist under pressure. Michelle 

Brisson took the win! Michelle and her 

salon team have been competitors in BIG 

Tease for all seven years, and this year she 

took the win independently. 

Three barbers went head to head creating 

designs for the Gamer theme. Kyle Navalta, 

Peter Petru and Ronald Santos. The talent 

was fierce and the win was close but 

Ronald Santos took home the trophy  

with his Spiderman design. 

RECAP
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Our dance battle was a great addition to our show. 

Our dancers had 3 songs and 30 seconds each to win 

over the crowd. Dance is such a great outlet for self-

expression. They all had the moves like Jagger as they 

wowed the crowd with back flips and dance moves in 

stilettos. They each brought their own personal style 

grabbing the hearts of everyone making it hard to pick 

one winner. Congratulations to Martin Prempeh for 

taking the win.
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RECAP

To close the show, we had a special presentation by Norm Wright 

and Melissa Stetski. 

The collection, called "ILLUMINAUGHTY" was a jaw dropping 

experience. Norm and Melissa broke every boundary to create 

absolute masterpieces. They had four fabulous models with 

wardrobe and hair that lit up the entire room as robotic pieces 

moved to compliment every moment. 

It was an overall spectacular night, one you never want to miss. 

BIG Tease 2020 will again be on Sunday September 27th.  

Save. The. Date! 

A special thank you to all our volunteers, and our contestants… 

you were the show. Thank you for following through on your 

commitment and our craft. You all made BIG Tease – Gamer 

Edition the greatest show.
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It took three months of 10-hour 

days. 56,000 feet of fiber optics 

and two extremely talented 

and creative heads… Everything 

you see here had a blue tooth 

adaptor. And everything 

operated from a smart phone.  

It was out of this world.

“We were inspired by one 

another… We both have similar 

habits, which made us challenge 

each other. This was our third 

large project together and when 

we embark on any journey 

we want to create something 

that has never been done. And 

each time, our goal is to create 

something better than the last.”

   HAIR: NORM WRIGHT //  WARDROBE: MELISSA STETSKI OF COLLUM FABRICA 
PHOTOGRAPHER: NATASHA GERSCHON // MAKEUP: POALA MANIGAT //  

MODELS: AUBREY STEPHENS, DANA COATES, SHALANDA SPENCER, NATALIE JANTZI 

This was by far the hardest 

collection we’ve ever created… 

we did not expect this type of 

challenge. It was both mentally 

and physically taxing. We had so 

many doubts and malfunctions, 

right until the very end, this 

project fought us. But quitting 

was not an option.

ILLUMINAUGHTY

NEXT UP, SPECIAL PRESENTATION  

BY NORM WRIGHT AND MELISSA STETSKI.
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We don’t fear a challenge.

Our mantra for the entire 

process was “it’s for the sake 

of the game and to honour the 

craft.” We owe it to all sides of 

the industry to push boundaries. 

We want to remind people that 

originality is not dead. And that 

was the key ingredients for us. 

We knew that If the process 

doesn’t scare the sh#% out of 

us, then it’s not worth doing. 

"It’s so crazy that when you 

put this type of challenge on 

yourselves, that’s when you 

realize what you’re made 

of. We are so proud of this 

accomplishment and so glad  

to have had the right outlet  

to share it.” 

#artispain

RECAP
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It was an intimate gathering for the elite at the launch of Color Excel 
by Revlonissimo. It was a night of champagne, color and shine. Revlon 
Professional spared no expense… The launch was held at the very 
sophisticated Bisha Hotel in Toronto on the 43rd floor with a view that 
would take your breath away. Guests mingled for a cocktail hour to 
great music, buffet style all-you-can-eat antipasto and great company. 

The night was hosted by TV personality Bill Rowley who had the 
entire crowd at “hello.” We also had the pleasure of hearing from 
Director of Sales, Jamie Lo, and Director of Education, Tiffanie 
Pitimada; they were quite the dynamic duo. The real show stoppers 
were the leading ladies… Master colorists Marlo Steenman, Kristen 
Mcintosh, and Diana Vivi each presented a unique collection 
showcasing the versatility and capability of shine. 

Three artists, three collections one great shine 

Marlo Steenman’s collection was a great display of elegance  
and grace, tone on tone color, and great shine. Kirsten Mcintosh’s 
collection of models brought edge and boldness from head to toe with 
bobs, bangs and pop out colors. They ended the night with a collection 
from Diana Vivi who really knows how to “Blend the Rules.”  
The perfect graduation of colors, dark to light, and cool tones. 

It was definitely an eye pleasing experience for all… they had 
enough shine to light up the room with their hypergloss finish. 
Congratulations on an incredible launch.

SHINE IS THE NEW COLOR

EVENTS
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Experience: The knowledge or mastery of an event or subject gained through involvement in or exposure to it.

The experience began the moment you walked through the doors of the #AcademyofHair. Located in heart of Toronto, 
#AcademyofHair is the education portal for everything hair. We had the pleasure of being invited by Alterna Hair Care to 
an intimate but in-depth session on their styling products. We were introduced to newly appointed brand manager Hanine 
Chehab, and then we were wowed by the talented hands of Sal Leonetti who showed a few seasonal trends and introduced 
us to some of Alterna’s “must have” products. He also showed us the power behind “less is more” when it comes to styling 

products. And complementing his looks was the beautiful Rosa Flores who showed how to take office hair to holiday within 
minutes… where more is more with accessories this season. It didn’t end there, as we had a chance to have a  

Q & A as a group to discuss all of the benefits of Alterna. Some of the stylists’ favourites were the Texture Spray,  
The Blow out Butter and the CC cream. Alterna is a very diverse brand that is good on all hair types;  

products that you wear but you never feel. The afternoon ended with a beautiful lunch and great  
conversation with a group of likeminded artists. Well done! 

LUNCH AND LEARN

EVENTS
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The Christmas season has so much to offer in 
terms of time spent with family and friends, 
Christmas parties, decorations, presents, and 
social gatherings. But it can also offers quite 
a bit of chaos, rushing around to get things 
done, and more work for certain professions. 
Being a makeup artist in this hectic season 
is amazing. We get to play up our makeup 
looks, meet more people, and stay busy 
with increased clientele. However, with this 
increase, comes the need to stay organized 
and have strategies to keep the holiday season 
running smoothly. Here are some tips that 
have worked for me:

These are just a few tips and strategies to keep 
you organized during the chaos of Christmas. 
They have really helped me during this busy 
season and hopefully can do the same for you! 
Good luck and Happy Holidays! 

  SHANNON ALVARES, MAKEUP ARTIST // : @SHANNONALVARES // YOUTUBE.COM/SHANNONALVARESMAKEUP

MAKEUP WITH SHANNON

SURVIVING  

THE CHAOS  
OF CHRISTMAS

1. MAKE A WORK SCHEDULE 

If you don’t already have an appointment 

book, get one! Here is where I keep track of 

everything to manage my time effectively.  

I start by blocking off the time that I know 

I cannot take any appointments. This might 

be for family events, social gatherings, prior 

commitments – or even something as simple 

as a lunch or dinner break. Once you’ve 

completed this, you will now be able to 

determine how much time you actually have 

to book clients in. This will avoid any mix-

up’s with scheduling and make that part of 

the business very clear!

2. HAVE CLEAN TOOLS

Although this may seem obvious, it can be 

a little tricky. We all know (at least I hope 

we all know) that we should be using clean 

tools on every single client. However, in a 

busy season, how do you wash AND dry 

brushes in between clients? Well here is the 

answer: first, make sure that brushes are 

washed every evening so that they are dry 

by the morning. I have made the mistake 

before of forgetting to wash brushes in the 

evening, washing them in the morning, and 

the brushes were still damp for my evening 

clients that same day – it’s not the most ideal 

situation to be in. So I’ve made it a habit of 

washing them at the end of every workday, 

so that I can avoid that stress altogether! 

Second, invest in a brush cleaner that 

disinfects and is fast-drying. My favourite is 

the Cinema Secrets brush cleaner. This will 

be helpful when you need to clean brushes 

in between clients (when there is no time 

to wash and dry). I like to pour mine into a 

spray bottle, spray some paper towel and 

then wipe the brush on the paper towel in a 

back and forth motion. 

3. HAVE A STOCKED KIT 

Going from a slower season (the fall) to a 

busy season is always a good time to make 

sure you are fully stocked on everything 

that you might need in your kit. During the 

Christmas season, I like to make sure I have 

certain items that I might not use a lot of 

during the rest of the year, such as glitter, 

glitter adhesive and multiple shades of red 

lipsticks. You might also want to stock up on 

items that you typically use on every client 

(such as wipes, moisturizer, eyebrow pencils, 

lashes and eyelash glue), since you will be 

hopefully be working on more faces and 

might not have the opportunity to restock 

when needed.
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GOLDWELL Color Zoom Challenge 2019

The Biggest Brands
in Hair & Beauty

British Columbia
Burnaby  |  Vancouver  |  Kelowna

Nanaimo  |  North Vancouver
Langley  |  Abbotsford  |  Surrey
Victoria  |  Richmond Fall 2019

Alberta
Calgary  |  Edmonton  |  Red Deer

Lethbridge  |  Lloydminster
Medicine Hat  |  Grand Prairie

Fort McMurray 

Saskatchewan
Regina Now Open

ModernBeauty.com  |  877-566-3376

1-800-565-7721 | maritimebeautyshop.com
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Over 2,700 hairdressers from around the globe joined the amazing world artisitic Color Zoom 
Challenge event in Vienna. Stylists participating in three different categories: Partner, Creative 
and New Talent, demonstrated their creativity and their interpretation of the current Goldwell 
Color Zoom Collection. This year, the participants interpreted the REMIX Collection, and 
they represented their countries at the Colour Zoom Live Final. On Sunday, September 29th, 
all 91 national finalists from 38 different countries cometed live and simultaneously.

The Gala Show was one of the highlights of the Global Zoom Event where the three global 
winners were announced. All three demonstrated astounding hairdressing skills in the  
Color Zoom competition: J Lim from Singapore in the New 
Talent category (for young creative colourists with less than five 
years experience); Irakli Sardalishvili from Russia in the Creative 
category (for colour creations done by stylists with more than 
five years experience); Yuujin Ho from Singapore in the Partner 
category (for colour creations designed by stylists who have worked 
for Goldwell within the last two years at shows or seminars). 

Stylists' Favorite Awards went to Richard Munslow from the  
UK (Partner category), and Lauren Roma Hanlon also from the 
UK (New Talent category).



EXEMPTUS
COLLECTION
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  HAIR: NORM WRIGHT // PHOTOGRAPHER: NATASHA GERSCHON // MAKEUP: EKATARINA ULYANOFF //  
PROSTHETIC MAKEUP: RACHELLE GUINARD // WARDROBE: MELISSA STETSKI OF COLLUM FABRICA
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In all walks of life, Canadians can really dominate any industry. We are masters, we are leaders, 
we are woke. In beauty, some of the most amazing talent comes out of Canada. They are out-
of-the-box thinkers, masterpiece makers, they are game changers. Here is Efe’s selection of 
Canada’s finest influencers in the industry at all levels. 

INDUSTRY 
INFLUENCERS

ANTHONY BLACK 
@anthonyjblack 

Country boy Anthony Black grew up in 

the small town of Priceville. A town so 

small there was no need for stop lights… 

if you blinked you might miss it. His entire 

elementary school had no more than 150 

students and teachers included. But this 

small-town boy had big city dreams. He 

packed his bags knowing absolutely no one 

and moved to Toronto to attend the Fiorio 

Beauty academy. Anthony’s magic hands can 

do many things with hair but his specialty 

is extensions. He brings new life to so many 

heads of hair, giving volume, body and 

length. Anthony currently works at Fiorio 

Square One and is definitely one to watch. 

8K following 

THAD DEUS 
@thaddeus 

Born in Sri Lanka, raised in Montreal and 

Toronto. Thad is an industry visionary who 

travels the world for fashion and hair as 

an educator making a mark wherever he 

lands. With 25.1K followers, Thad inspires the 

industry by living fearlessly doing what he 

loves and making it look easy. It is never just 

about the hair for him, it’s about the entire 

look. Today Thad is living in Europe attending 

the Vidal Sassoon Academy advancing all of 

his skills, learning from some of the best. No 

doubt he will be one of the world’s greatest 

hairstylists.

VICTORIA HAZEL 
@missvictorious 

If you haven’t figured it out by now, 

barbering is not a trend, it is a solid part of 

our industry; a game changer, a life saver, a 

culture. There is nothing cooler than being 

a barber other than being a female barber 

and holding it down like any barber would. 

Victoria Hazel is the ultimate lady boss 

barber in the GTA. Victoria is a licensed 

cosmetologist/Barber, Educator, Barbershop 

owner of The Office Hair Studio in 

Richmondhill. A versatile and diverse beauty 

individual pulling in 34.5K followers. 

MAGAZINE'S

TOP 
CANADIAN
INFLUENCERS
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DIANA VIVI
@dvcolour 

The only word to describe Diana is BOSS. She is the Creator 

of “Blend the Rules,” a balayage class taking the country by 

storm; sold out every time. She has a month-long waitlist for 

clients who want to be blended by Diana. She is the owner of 

ViviD Salon in Mississauga and a social media influencer.  

71.1K following.

NORM WRIGHT
@colordude11 

Norm Wright is a true artist, who dances to the beat 

of his own drum and who is unapologetically himself. 

We salute his courage. He has the eye of a tiger when it 

comes to art and bringing his thoughts to life. Creating 

without boundaries, posting without fear. He will show 

you hair through so many different avenues. Norm 

currently works at Taz Hair Co daily changing lives.  

730 followers. 

SHANNON ALVARES
@shannonalvares 

Shannon can take you from day to night, bridal to burlesque 

and Halloween to holiday. An international make up sensation, 

Shannon does not cease to amaze us with her versatility and 

diverse knowledge to work on all skin types. Her secret, is 

addressing clients by their personality, giving them what they 

want. She knows that all colours complement all skin types 

and that the only limitations for make-up are the ones you 

put on yourself. She is a mother, wife and coach that knows 

that adding a little shimmer to anything makes it better and 

she’s mastered it. 4.5K followers

 

 PAULA WHITELOCKE 
@curlyhairdesigns

Curly hair is her thing. She is everything that is curl, kinks 

and coils. She is not afraid of any hair texture. She is an 

educator and owner of Curly hair design. A free spirit 

that embraces any challenge. Know that sometimes hair 

doesn’t flow and shapes need to be created. Curly hair 

isn’t easy and never does exactly what you want it to do. 

Paula is proof that with education and practice mastering 

all things is possible. 5k following 

@hairbysarmad | SARMAD NAJEM

@stevenmathew | STEVEN MATHEW

@Josievilay | JOSIE VILAY

@bondgirl_hair | JESSICA IOZZO

@ashley.bondgirl  | ASHLEY POLULAK

@yogacolourist  | SHARON M BRAGA

@mareandcostyling  | MALLORY RENAUD 

@bridalhaircouturebykatie | KATIE D’SOUZA

@Michellefinlaysonhair  |  

MICHELLE OLIVER FINLAYSON

@Mocutz  | MAURICE ST. ROSE

@hairbyreema  | REEMA JABER

@Kirstenmci | KIRSTEN MCINTOSH

@Mastergoodridge  | TEVIN GOODRIDGE

@tayatelier  | TAY ATELIER

@robinbacon  | ROBIN BACON

@lokihairstudio  | LOKI HAIR STUDIO

@hairbyshawna_russell  | SHAWNA 

@Marlosteenmanhair  | MARLO STEENMAN 

@abbeybrookee  | ABBEY BROOKEE

@trendsetterslounge  | RANDY CHEDDESING 

@joeymarchese  | JOEY 

@rossajurenas  | ROSSA JURENAS 

@kuohair  | TIM KUO 

@pinklablonde  | MARIE-ANNE LABRIE

@rockyvitelli  | ROCKY VITELLI

@danieltaz  | DANIEL NAUMOVSKI

@paulpereirahair  | PAUL PEREIRA

@janetjacksonhairstylist |  JANET JACKSON 

@frank.cini  | FRANK CINI

@catchafade__  | ALDRICH M

@marilynvendittellihair  | MARILYN

@nmpede  | NICOLE PEDE

@andreasampson @efemagazine |   

ANDREA SAMPSON 

@courtneyxcentrichair  | COURTNEY

@makeupwithmonika |  MONIKA

@jayjaykings  |  JAYJAY KING

@tuantinpar  | TUANTINPAR

@osobbeauty  | OSOB

@manigatmua  | MANIGAT

@jcnguyen88  | JOHN C NGUYEN

@mletj | ML&J

@michaelcrispel  | MICHAEL CRISPEL

@thiso_makeup  | THISO 

@groomingexperts  | OGX

@brianprimetime  | BRIAN 

@tamaradilullo  | TAMARA DILULLO

@liliyalehetacnd |  LILIYA LEHETA

@petergosling_  | PETER GOSLING 
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THE BEAUTY OF
INCLUSION

BY D'ANTAL & ANDREA SAMPSON
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What is Ageism? 

Ageism is defined as: “stereotypes, prejudice, or discrimination against  
(but also in favour of) people because of their chronological age.”

In a 2013 European Social Survey, ageism was found to be the most 
prevalent type of discrimination, reported by over 35% of participants 
over the age of 18. 

In comparison to the other “isms,” ageism is unique in the fact that 
it can be experienced by anyone who lives long enough to feel its 
effects. As well, ageism might worsen the effects of other forms of 
discrimination when it intersects with other kinds. 

How does it work?

Ageism begins at an individual level, where individuals tend to 
internalize age stereotypes towards themselves and towards others. 
Young people internalize predominantly negative societal views of 
older people, which in turn shape their self-perceptions of ageing as 
they grow older. 

Older adults also tend to hold negative views towards old age and tend 
to view those older than them in a negative light. These self-directed 
ageist attitudes are important because negative attitudes have shown  
to decrease the well-being of older individuals. 
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What does society think? 

Many of the individuals in our older 
population are suffering due to 
discrimination in the work force and 
in our health care systems. Those who 
are labeled “old” are often viewed as 
being a negative burden on our adult 
population. They require extra care, 
extra attention, and more help than  
the average person. 

Ayalon, Liat, and Clemens Tesch-römer. 
2017. "Taking a Closer Look at Ageism: 
Self- and Other-Directed Ageist Attitudes 
and Discrimination." European Journal of 
Ageing 14(1):1-4 
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Aging is a path that cannot be stopped or avoided. 
Every minute of each day we age. It’s ironic that when 
we are young, we are in a race with time and would do 
anything to be just a little bit older. As we age, we try 
to hang on to days and moments that keep us young.

Aging does not have to be a dreaded process, aging 
needs to be embraced. Aging means experience, 
wisdom and knowledge. While being young, comes 
with the notion of being childish, immature and 
inexperienced. There is currently a major disconnect 
between young and old…. We sit at a time where the 
experienced are not open to the new, and the new are not 
opened to the experienced. 

Both have a lot to gain if they allow each other to be 
heard. Opportunities are seldom given to those who 
lack experience or drive, but it is impossible to gain 
experience when the experienced aren’t giving chances.

In contrast, we are unable to properly mentor when 
the inexperienced believe it’s best to rid the industry 
of those with the most experience. In this fast-paced 
world, it would make most sense to create balance, 
make partnerships and to be inclusive. Young or 
old, neither have the right be rude or disrespectful, 
dismissive or unminding. Life does not have to be a 
constant power struggle. We are all humans, we all 
want to feel love, to laugh and feel appreciated. We all 
want to be a part of something great. But being great 
never ended with just one person, in one era, in one 
lifetime. Being great is continuous, across many eras 
and through many lifetimes.

#beopenminded
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Known for her stunning 
Instagram page: Camouflage and 
Balayage, Amy McManus from 
Fitchburg Massachusetts found 
a new life through Instagram. 
With over 240K followers Amy 
is literally making waves within 
the beauty industry. Influencing 
and changing lives. We had the 
pleasure of interviewing Amy 
on her first visit to Toronto and 
here’s what she said… 

I’ve been in the industry for 
29 years now and it was about 
my 25th year when I felt like 
I hit a plateau. Everything felt 
the same. The same clients, the 
same routine, the same looks. 
I was bored… Something had 
to change. I kept hearing about 
balayage and Ombre, which I 
knew nothing about at the time. 
Some of the girls in the salon 
were trying it, but it didn’t look 
like fun. One day I found Guy 
Tang on YouTube and thought 
to myself “what is he doing?” 
But when I saw how he was able 
to transform heads, I knew I 
needed to know more.

UNDER THE

INFLUENCE(R) 

At first, I was just copying… 
It took me about a year to 
understand the purpose of each 
stroke and once I understood it, 
everything changed. For a long 
time, I had felt irrelevant in a 
world I have devoted my life to. 
Instagram introduced me to a 
world I wouldn’t have known. It 
helped me become the stylist I 
had dreamt about my whole life. 
I feel like I am contributing to 
the growth of our industry. 

Over the past three years I’ve 
had the opportunity to travel 
from state to state meeting and 
working with some amazing 
stylists. Coming to Toronto was 

SPOTLIGHT

my first time out of the US and 
I’m excited to see where I head 
next. Like anything though, I 
have good days and bad. I try 
to have a good balance with all 
things, but overall, it’s amazing. 
I love to teach, that’s when I’m at 
my best. 

WHO’S YOUR INSTAGRAM FAVE?

I have a few and they change 
regularly. I look for people who 
are doing things differently, 
people who intrigue me. One 

who comes to mind is Danilo 
Bozic who famous for the air 
touch technique. I absolutely love 
his work, it is very tedious but 
the results are amazing. 

ADVICE FOR INDUSTRY?

Hustle… I don’t mean work  
80 hours a week. I mean 
practice, get your hands on hair 
as often as you can. Practicing 
can literally make you the 
hairdresser you want to be. To 
stylists who don’t take the time 
to perfect their craft will never 
have the career they are hoping 
for.. Put the time in to be an 
expert at your craft. Also take 
advantage of the free education 
on social media until you can be 
out there in classes learning first 
hand. This industry allows for real 
independence if you put the time in.

After 29 years I am very grateful 
to finally have the career I 
dreamt about in beauty school. 
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My name is Grant Gibson… and I am obsessed with the texture 
hairspray. It is so versatile, and having a product that gives me the 
flexibility and creativity that I need as a stylist and educator is so key.

Stylists ask me all the time, “when or where would I use it?”

I totally think the question should be “when don’t I use it!?” I find 
this so productive on all hair types and textures.  Being able to 
create volume as a prep product on damp hair, a dry finisher 
or a refresh for clients looking for voluminous results. To me, 
the texture hairspray is the ideal mixture of hairspray, dry 
shampoo and texture dust.  I love brushing out styled waves 
with it, or applying to up-styling and braids!

So many of our clients want volume, but don’t want 
sticky or heavy ... the texture hairspray is a modernized 
multi-purpose mousse. I love applying on damp hair 
and blow drying in for the most volume and texture 
without weight or a heavy residue!

It also works beautifully as a dry shampoo for 
clients who don’t want to shampoo but want 

that bounce that fresh hair brings! 

I definitely have a texture hairspray in my bag, 
all of my styling kits (my wedding kit, especially!) 

and I keep one in my car for those rushed morning 
where I need a hair pick me up (think dry shampoo 

with more control and volume!)

So, if you didn’t know, I’m originally from Scotland 
and lived in London for years.  I’m one of five kids and 

the only one to be blessed with copper hair!  I love copper 
colour so much that my puppy matches my hair colour!

Fun fact: spraying texture hairspray on your pins keeps them in all 
night long! And, for restyling, it brushes right back out of the hair for 

perfect transition into another style. 

INDUSTRY NOTES

  GRANT GIBSON, SCHWARZKOPF PROFESSIONAL CANADA // : @GRANTCARSONSKP

TEXTURE 
TALK
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ESSENTIAL 
LOOKS

CREATING  

TOMORROW'S COLOR TODAY  

COLLECTION
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Craft 

 cool browns 

NEW IGORA 
RAW ESSENTIALS
 - A palette of cool brown 
tones underlined with a 
subtle and minimalistic glow

 - Dual application 
trend collection based  
on 4 IGORA ROYAL and 
4 IGORA VIBRANCE shades

Technical Support Line  
1-800-463-3081 SchwarzkopfProfessionalCanada@SchwarzkopfProfessionalCanada@SchwarzkopfCAN
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Maurice is originally from Calgary, Alberta, but resides in Vancouver, 
BC where he has been a barber for over 10 years now. But that wasn’t 
his original career path. Just 20 years ago, beauty was seen as a fall-
back career or last resort. Many times, you would hear, “oh s/he’s just 
and hairdresser” But as we approach a new era, professionals from 
all walks of life are journeying into what is the best profession in the 
world… Hairstyling. Let’s remember to be grateful for the hands that 
we have been given that allow us to create.

TELL US HOW YOU STARTED
I am Chinese, Jamaican, Cuban, Trinidadian, Columbian… black 
and white. My mom got me my first pair of clippers when I was 12 
so I could cut my own hair, and I cut hair for anyone who wouldn’t 
make fun of me. I played for the CJFL, the Victoria Rebels; a semi pro 
football team. I quickly became the team’s barber… I cut hair in the 
locker room, in my kitchen, in my bathroom. If someone needed a cut, 
I did it. 

I currently work at Atmosphair Studio. I have two apprentices and  
I am an educator for Kingdom Beauty Supplies, Oster and Agiva Gel. 
I love to teach, but I didn’t just wake up here. I have a degree in Social 
work and at one point I was painter. After three years as a painter,  
I hung up my paintbrush and walked into Status barber shop, looked 
at Troy Wilson … and said “I think I cut hair” 

He got me to apprentice for about three day and before I knew it,  
Troy Wilson took me under his wing and taught me barbering

MAURICE
ST. ROSE

SPOTLIGHT
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AT WHAT MOMENT DID YOU REALIZE, “THIS IS IT!”?
In 2015 I competed for the first time and won, in two categories. 
Artistic freestyle and best new talent. It was at that moment I knew, I 
fell in love with barbering. After those wins I really devoted my time 
and committed to becoming a barber. I travelled across North America 
competing and taking classes to challenge myself and update my skills. 

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM EVERY OTHER BARBER?
My versatility is what makes me stand out as a barber, as well as my 
ability to listen and execute exactly what my clients want.

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN 10 YEARS? 
My goal is to be a barbershop owner 

WHO ARE YOU MENTORS?
I have a few mentors and they each taught me something different.

Thad Deus - Taught me that there’s more to being a barber than just 
being behind the chair

Catch a fade – Taught me to finesse a haircut, the importance of 
putting my own version of myself in every cut 

Yolande Johnston – Taught me the business of hair 

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT BARBERING? 
Self-expression is the best part of barbering. Transforming clients  
and making them their own unique self.

MY MANTRA: 

Being the master of 
none, by being great  

at all. 
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* Against combing breakage on damaged hair during heat styling; when using Defy Damage Shampoo and ProSeries 2 
vs. a non-conditioning shampoo

**When lightening

***After 10 shampoos; when using Defy Damage Shampoo and ProSeries 2

Start-to-fi nish damage prevention. 
For stunning results you have to 
see to believe:

• 80% less breakage*

• 5X stronger hair*

• Increased & more even lift**

•  Evens porosity for 
better color deposit

•  Maintains over 90%
of color vibrancy***

BEFORE©2019 Joico® Laboratories, Imported by Piidea Canada, Mississauga, ON, L5N 6C3  
HAIR Joico Artistic Team COLOR Larisa Love PHOTO Hama SandersJOICO.CA

JCO DefyDamage_EFE_Ad 1019.indd   1 2019-10-08   10:42 AM



  PHOTOS: WIOLETTA SUSKA  // HAIR: ANDREA SAMPSON  // DESIGNER AND STYLIST:  JAMES ADEYANJU OF JMTRENDS  : J&MTRENDS  : @JMTRENDS 

COVER COLLECTION

Merry Christmas
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Word Search

ALTERNA

AMERICAN CREW

AMIKA

ANTI FRIZZ

AVEDA

BEARD OIL

BLOCKADE

CAVIAR

CHERRY ALMOND BARK

CLAY POMADE

COLOR BUTTER

COLOR INTENSITY

COLOR WOW

CONDITIONER

CURL ENHANCER

CURL HONEY

DREAMCOAT

DRY SHAMPOO

ELEGANCE

ENDLESS CONTROL

EQUAVE

FIBER CREAM

GEL

GHD

HAIRSPRAY

HEAT PROTECTOR

IGORA

JOICO

KEVIN MURPHY

KPAK

LEAVE IN CONDITIONER

LIVING PROOF

MASK

MEMORY NET

MOISTURE

MOROCCAN OIL

MOUSSE

NUTRI COLOR

OLAPLEX

OROFLUIDO

OSIS

OUIDAD

PASTE

PERMANENT COLOR

PHASE

POMADE

REDKEN

REVLON

SCHWARZKOPF

SEMI PERMANENT COLOR

SERUM

SHAMPOO

SHINE

SHINE SPRAY

SOUL FOOD

STRAIGHTENING BALM

STYLE MASTER

THRILL

TREATMENT

TRUE BEAUTIFUL HONEST

UNIQ ONE

VICTORY

VOLUME

VOULT

WAX

YOUNG AGAIN
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Products we 
love for ALL 
hair types
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Celebrating the craft of hairdressing with unplugged hair jams across 
Canada and North America.

Créatif celebrates the craft and community of hair artistry and design. 
Canada is home to some of the word’s most trend-setting and cutting-
edge talent, and Créatif aims to showcase the talent that exists in 
Canada’s creative hubs from coast-to-coast. Witness and be inspired 
by Canada’s creative community of visionaries within the world of 
hair artistry and beyond. 

TORONTO, ON (September 22nd, 2019) –This epic collaboration 
hosted a brand-neutral hair party that was centered on celebrating 
local hairdressing talent in the Toronto community and succeeded at 

providing that unique platform. Tickets were 100% free, which made 
this event accessible to 400 people in the community, and supported 
our approach in making it possible to spread awareness and honour 
inclusivity through the art of hair. 

Ray Civello and his brainchild; Créatif, joined forces for the first time 
ever with industry mogul; Elevate™ Hair, to throw one massive hair 
jam at the Mod Club (722 College St.) in Toronto. From 7pm-12pm 
the stage was adorned with 20+ diverse hair artists from salons across 
the country. The evening featured music, live hair performances, to 
celebrate and propel the craft and community of hair! 

CO-HOSTED BY RAY CIVELLO AND TATUM NEILL

EVENTS
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- Dermatologically Tested
- Reduces tangling & Prevents static electricity
- No sulfates & Vitamin B-enriched (Shampoo)
- Keratin-enriched (Conditioner)

Gentle care for 
little princesses.
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Create Boldly.  Live Boldly.

NEW



Hello stylists! 
Are you all ready for one of the busiest seasons of our year?

It’s always nice to have the buzz of the holidays in the air. Our clients 
are extra generous, with gifts and tips but they will require a little 
more of your time. Please remember to breathe and everything will be 
fine, you got this! So, here’s an idea in the midst of all your business.  
Let’s think about next year, January, when the salon is slow for many… 
But it doesn’t have to be. 

Why not pre-book appointments for the upcoming New Year? I always 
like to show my appreciation, as a thank you, by offering a gift cards 
for clients’ upcoming appointments. It doesn’t have to be for a full 
service… ½ head of foils, deep conditioning treatments, blow-dry etc. 
This shows your appreciation for your clients, as they have supported 
you throughout the year. Gift cards are always a big seller this time 
of year, let’s reward those clients that are purchasing those gift cards, 
with a service or value amount that they can use themselves or pass it 
on as a gift; this is a great way to get new clients into your salon. 

Another great holiday idea, if you don’t already have one is to set up a 
ring light, or an area where clients can take their own selfies. Get them 
to tag you and give them 15% off their next bottle of shampoo. Have 
some fun, have holiday props they can use in their selfies. 

  MICHAEL ZEINEDDINE, CO-OWNER OF BILALO HAIR ARTISTRY & SPA // : MICHAEL ZEINEDDINE // : @MIKE_ZEIN1

INDUSTRY NOTES

GEARING UP FOR THE 

HOLIDAYS

Attention salon owners and managers! 
Let’s please communicate with the staff and have an understanding 
about holiday hours. There are many family functions that your staff 
will be attending this season, and it is important to know ahead of 
scheduling. Have a quick chat with each staff member, to find out their 
availability, if they are willing to work more hours to accommodate 
their clientele. I always suggest, during busy days, to show gratitude  
to your staff; simple things like providing them with lunch and snacks, 
especially when they are unable to find time.

Last but not least, let’s remember to stay positive, calm and everything 
will work out just fine.  We’ve been through these trenches before,  
we will come out strong. And if this is your first holiday season,  
then good luck and enjoy the ride.
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Femmes Noir
ART BY SAMANTHA DENNIS

RAYNE, 2018
Oil on Canvas

36" x 48"
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MY JOURNEY
I have always known that art was my “thing”. When I  
was a child, I used to draw from the photographs in our 
photo album. Throughout elementary and high school,  
I continued to excel in art and eventually decided to 
pursue it in university.

I attended OCAD University and studied drawing and 
painting. Throughout my time at OCAD, I had the 
opportunity the explore different mediums, techniques 
and develop my skills further. When I got to third year, 
something changed. I decided to venture more into 
abstract work because I was getting bored with painting 
people. I loved the way abstraction allowed you to be more 
engaged in the materiality of the paint. It also challenged 
me to work on a painting with no reference and intuitively 
feel when the work was done. I continued on with 
abstraction into my final year, even dedicating my entire 
directed studio time to it. After graduating from OCAD 
University, I went on to pursue post graduate studies in 
Event Management at Humber College.

After gradating from Humber, I decided to pursue 
“normal jobs” that never brought me satisfaction. I 
endured a somewhat insane cycle for about two and a half 
years, and finally I realized something was missing. That 
missing piece was art and, the ability to create. I am now 
on a journey of creating beautiful work that represents 
more of what I want to see in the world. I would say that 
my style can border abstraction but, it is very  
much reflective of my first love – the figure.

BLUEKEYS, 2014
Acrylic on canvas

24" x 36"

FOCUS, 2018
Oil on Canvas

36" x 48"

BLUSH, 2018
Oil on canvas

24: x 30" 
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WHAT INSPIRES ME
What inspires me is my ability to take an image and be 
able to recreate it my way. This is my way of beautifying 
the world. Painting black women really inspires me 
because I am a black woman. There is something so 
inspiring about seeing myself in my work and putting 
it out there for others to see. Black women come with 
so much versatility, finesse, resilience and confidence. 
And, that is everything I want my work to exude! When 
I look for women to paint, those are the specific things 
that draw me in. The gaze also inspires me to paint 
these specific images because it shows strength and 
engagement. These pieces view you as you view them and 
challenge the viewer’s gaze directly. Colour also plays a 
big major role in inspiring me. I love how certain colours 
make me feel and draw the viewer in. Certain colours 
also work together to move the viewers’ eyes around the 
image. And, finally the hair! This is where I really get to 
be abstract, I love this process the most. I am able to see 
the techniques that I have learned really show through. 
All of these moving parts, work together and make each 
piece unique.

ARTIST STATEMENT
The body of work that I am currently working on is 
called, Femme Noires. This is an interesting representation 
of a black woman viewing black women. Through 
their subtle poses and intense gaze, these black 
women challenge the viewer. In this body of work, 
I am exploring how to successfully marry elements 
of abstraction and portraiture, while incorporating 
the diverse use of color and texture. These processes 
represent more of what I want to see in the world – the 
beauty, versatility and finesse that is: the black woman. 

TRINITY, 2019
Oil on Canvas
36" x 48" 

PEACHTWIST, 2014
Acrylic on canvas
24" x 36"

MONA, 2019
Oil on Canvas
36" x 48" 
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UNIVERSAL
Education that speaks to everyone.

COMING SOON in 2020

www.efemagazine.com 

Efe Universal is an entirely new approach to teaching.  

We will challenge you, inspire you and advance you.  

You will leave as a more well rounded stylist/barber 

as we will be introducing you to “all" sides of beauty 

education. All of our classes will help to further expand 

your overall knowledge, giving you a new perspective  

on what the beauty industry has to offer. 

Our line up will include: 

Barbering // Cutting // Weaves & Eextensions //  

Natural Hair Relaxers // Colour & Foiling Techniques 

and much more... Stay tuned.



CONSTANTLY
EVOLVING.

bringing knowledge
& creativity together

Kingdom Beauty Education Center 
1989 Boundary Road, Vancouver, V5M 3Y7

for more information call 1.800.738.8666

Check out up & coming classes at 
Kingdom Beauty Supplies by 

visiting our Instagram 
“@Kingdombeautysupplies” 

or by visiting our website at
www.kingdombeautysupplies.com

A MULTI-PROTEIN STRAIGHTENING SYSTEM

Before After

Before After

@canradbeauty

  w us

www.canrad.com  • Phone: 416-663-7373 • 1-800-268-1905 

Partnership used under license by LoyaltyOne, Co. and CanRad.

*$100 pre-taxes

GET 3 AIR MILES® REWARD MILES 
WITH EVERY $100 SPENT*

Now Available at
For consideration 

please email : 
aj@canrad.com

Social Media Influencer
PROGRAM

@CanRadBeauty

LOOKING FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

IN THE HAIR INDUSTRY
influencers

WE ARE



FUNH O L IDAY
What Does Christmas Mean To You?

Ever since I was a child the feeling that Christmas has brought has always been a feeling of true 
joy and elation. It’s been a time of year that I always look forward to. There is nothing more 
magical than that first Christmas song of the year, the first snowfall, your first hot chocolate  
in December or your first bite of your favourite, fresh baked holiday treat! 

Everyone has their own traditions when it comes to the Christmas season. The picking of the 
tree, Christmas baking, watching your favourite Christmas movies; Home Alone is on most 
people’s lists, and most importantly spending time with the people you love and care for the 
most. When I think about the Christmas season, my first thoughts go to the warm and joyful 
feeling that it brings. From the moment our Christmas tree goes up, I look forward  
to waking every single morning. Each time I turn on the tree I marvel at what  
my partner and I put together. Pure magic. There’s good reason people say  
the “magic of the season” 

The thought of getting to turn on the lights of the tree is such a magical  
feeling. A feeling that so many, including myself take for granted. 

I know so many people in my life that look at Christmas as a stressful  
time of year. It’s a busy time at work (hairstylists around the world  
know that!), it’s expensive – gift purchasing galore, it’s overplayed  
Christmas songs on every station and an over abundance of Christmas  
decor in every store. The reality though is trying to find your own  
joy in it all. Christmas doesn’t have to be a stressful time of year.  
Finding happiness in something is up to each individual. Just  
because you’re sick of hearing “All I Want For Christmas Is You”  
for the millionth time doesn’t mean people everywhere agree.  
I’ll tell you right now, come see what happens when I hear it  
playing in the salon. It’s borderline an episode of glee, and  
if that doesn’t crack a smile on you then I’m sorry Ebenezer  
but I don’t know her! 

Try changing your perspective of Christmas. Tell  
yourself you’ll adopt a new tradition, or maybe invite 
 someone who has a harder time getting into the spirit.  
I always find bringing people you love together, for a  
joyous time, makes the memories that much greater.  
After all, Christmas is supposed to be “The Most  
Wonderful Time of The Year!”

BY ANTHONY BLACK
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12 Days of Christmas 
On the first day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

some bobby pins and a scrunchie 

On the second day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

two cans of hairspray

On the third day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

three french braids 

On the fourth day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

four balayage 

On the fifth day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

five followers 

On the sixth day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

six clippers clipping

On the seventh day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

seven scissors slicing 

On the eighth day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

eight coffees brewing 

On the ninth day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

nine phones a ringing

On the tenth day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

ten crimpers crimping 

On the eleventh day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

eleven sweepers sweeping  

On the twelfth day of Christmas my true love gave to me  

twelve stylists drinking
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FIND MORE 

ONLINE

efemagazine.com  

@efemagazine on  

For deals, and a location near you visit
www.thewarehousebeauty.com

#SHOPWHERETHEPROSSHOP

@thewarehouse.beauty.wellness

Find us at VenusBeautyS

1.800.465.7965
venusbeauty.com

Store Locations:  Woodbridge  •  Barrie  •  Misissauga  •  Ottawa  •  Windsor 
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